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P&F by Klára Šumová
Made on occasion of Poison Green,
6.25.— 9.2. 2013, organised by the
Czech Center New York.
Czech Center New York,
Bohemian National Hall
321 East 73rd Street
NY 10021 New York
United States
Curated by Kristyna and Marek Milde.
1:1 templates for P&F are available for
download at www.klarasumova.com

The P&F project presents a collection of
objects made by upholstering/laminating
cardboard with old fabrics. Specifically,
it is a shelf, lidded container, and sidetable — common household objects.
The core concept is to consider material
availability and greater ideas of expense.

P&F
( papers and fabrics )
shelf box table

The technique of upholstering/laminating
the fabric allows room for experiment.
It promotes an individual approach to
selecting materials and planning an
overall look.
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Building Instructions
A 1x

Top lid. Diameter 300mm
Upholstered top side.

A1 1x

C 2x

B 10x

Side panels. 90 x 300mm
Upholstered both sides.

A2 1x

Handle.
Upholstered all around.

Bottom lid. Diameter 260mm
Upholstered bottom side.

Bottom. Side of hexagon is 90mm
Upholstered inner and outer sides.

300mm
20mm

Lines indicate direction of cardboard.
Outter lines indicate orientation of
fabric. Always use a larger piece of
fabric than the cardboard, as folds
require excess material. Using masking
tape helps keep upholstery in place
while working. Ironing fabric before use
is recommended. Confirm cardboard
pieces match before gluing. Work
quickly while gluing. Use spray glue,

fabric glue, or paper glue. For best
results, use a heavy weight to keep
cardboard pressed while drying. Make
individual pieces, then glue together
when upholstery is dry.
What you need: leftover fabrics, cardboard pieces, paint brush, scissors, ruler,
cutting mat, square/90° angle, utility
knife, and dull knife for scoring folds.

Guide to assembly and
proper upholstering of pieces.

